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D.pharm 2nd year  Pharmaceutics –II

“Solve this question bank as an assignment”

Question bank -4
( Powder)

Q1. Fill in the blank:

1)  Granules are formulated in such a way that they should
evolve______________  gas  when  added
to____________.

2) Powder are classified into three classes like__________,
____________ and_____________.

3) Compound  powder  contain____________  or
_____________ ingredient supplied in the form of fine
state powder.

4) Double  wrapping  of  powders   is  essential
for______________,  _____________  and
____________ drugs.

5) Tablet  triturates  are  prepared  by  moulding  powder
into_______________.

6) Bulk  powder  for  internal  use  are  dispensed  when  the
drugs are______________.

7) Externally  used  powder  for  body  cavities  are
called_______________.



8) Insufflators blows powder into___________
9) _____________ is used to clean the teeth.
10) The  basic  requirement  for  effervescent  granules

are____________,  ____________  and
_______________.

Q2. Short answer type question:

1) What are powder? What are advantage and disadvantage
of powder ?

2) How does wrapping of powder performed?
3) What  are  insufflations  ?  what  are  the  limitation  of

insufflations?
4) Define dentifrice? Give its characteristics.
5) Write a brief note on eutectic mixture.
6) Write  rules for dispensing compound powder.
7) How a tablet triturates prepared?
8) What are effervescent granules? What are the basic raw

material required to prepared them ?

Q3. Long answer type question:
1)  Write  the  correct  method  of  powder  weighing.

Discuss possible errors while weighing.
2) Write a detail notes on medical and surgical dusting

powders.
3) Classify  powder.  Briefly  discuss  their  methods  of

preparation.
4) Write a detail note on:

a) Weighing method and possible errors.



b) Dispensing of compounding powder
c) Effervescent granules.
d) Hygroscopic and deliquescent powder.
e) Container, labelling and storage of powder.

5) Give reasons:
a) Powders  are  more  stable  than  liquid  dosage

forms.
b) Bulk powder are advised to dispense when the

drugs are non- potent.
c) Aspirin powder requires double wrapping.
d) Powder mixture of camphor and thymol turns

to liquid form.
e) Citric  acid is  an important  basic  material  for

compounding effervescent granules.


